Resources from the Center for Global Awareness

These resources pertain to the cultural/political divide in the U.S.

YouTube Videos

**Excellent**

Morality Jonathan Haidt, a good overview of the moral foundations.
31.27 minutes [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKJ59F2Q4wg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKJ59F2Q4wg)

Can a divided America heal? | Jonathan Haidt
20.17 minutes [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-_Az5nZBBM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-_Az5nZBBM)

Jonathan Haidt: Religion, evolution, and the ecstasy of self-transcendence
18.16 minutes [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MYsx6WArKY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MYsx6WArKY)

Jonathan Haidt: The Globalist Blind-Spot
11.06 minutes Includes immigration, globalism, nationalism [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-FSppkdYHo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-FSppkdYHo)

Jonathan Haidt: The moral roots of liberals and conservatives
19.13 minutes, good overview [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs41JrnGaxc&t=547s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs41JrnGaxc&t=547s)

To reduce poverty, support marriage and increase birth control access, experts say
Interview of Jonathan Haidt by PBS, Suggestions on cross-cultural solutions
PBS NewsHour, Published on Dec 11, 2015, 8.32 minutes [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXqAaLvw_cY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXqAaLvw_cY)

“*How to Have Better Political Conversations.*” TED Talk by Robb Willer

**Good**

I Was Wrong About Conservatives | Jonathan Haidt
Understanding Conservatives  15.24 minutes [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tclz20XOKE4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tclz20XOKE4)

The Differences Between Liberals and Conservatives | Jonathan Haidt & Jordan B. Peterson
13.06 minutes, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPho0bpoKm8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPho0bpoKm8)

Why is America so politically divided?
BBC News, 2.10 minutes [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOocxd9qGHA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOocxd9qGHA)
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